At&t phone box wiring diagram

Wiring Collection. A wiring diagram is a sort of schematic which uses abstract photographic
icons to show all the affiliations of components in a system. Wiring diagrams are made up of 2
things: symbols that represent the parts in the circuit, and lines that represent the links between
them. As a result, from electrical wiring representations, you understand the relative area of the
parts and also just how they are attached. Wiring representations primarily shows the physical
setting of elements and also connections in the constructed circuit, but not always in reasoning
order. To review a wiring diagram, initially you have to understand exactly what basic aspects
are consisted of in a wiring diagram, as well as which photographic signs are used to represent
them. The usual aspects in a wiring diagram are ground, power supply, cord and link, result
devices, buttons, resistors, logic entrance, lights, and so on. A line represents a cable. Wires
are made use of to connect the components together. All factors along the cord equal and also
linked. Cables on some locations need to go across each other, yet that does not always
suggest that they attach. A black dot is made use of to indicate the order of 2 lines. Main lines
are stood for by L1, L2, and more. Normally different shades are made use of to identify the
cables. There must be a legend on the wiring diagram to tell you just what each color indicates.
A collection circuit is a circuit in which elements are attached along a single path, so the
existing flows with one part to obtain to the next one. In a collection circuit, voltages include up
for all parts linked in the circuit, and currents are the exact same via all elements. A great wiring
diagram requires to be practically appropriate and clear to read. Look after every detail. The
diagram ought to reveal the proper direction of the favorable and also negative terminals of
each part. Make use of the best symbols. Learn the meanings of the standard circuit icons and
also choose the appropriate ones to make use of. Draw linking cables as straight lines. Utilize a
dot to indicate line joint, or usage line jumps to suggest cross lines that are not linked. Label
elements such as resistors as well as capacitors with their values. See to it the message
placement looks tidy. Facebook Tweet Pin. Note: this page describes the phone wiring
conventions in the United States. I'm not familiar with the phone wiring conventions outside the
U. In years gone past, it was the responsibility of the phone company not only to bring phone
service to your house but to do the phone wiring within your house as well. This is no longer
the case. When you order phone service to your house, the local phone company installs a
network interface device , a sturdy grey plastic box usually mounted either in your basement or
on an outside wall. You can do your inside wiring yourself, or you can pay the local phone
company or a third party such as an electrician to do it for you. Doing residential phone wiring
is easy, however, and the local phone company's charges for this service are steep. Even if you
have to buy wire and modular jacks, you're going to come out way ahead if you do your own
work. Installing extra lines can be a problem if you rent an apartment in a multi-unit building.
The wiring between the network interface device and the apartment is not the phone company's
responsibility, so you'll have to work out with your landlord who's going to do the in-between
wiring if you need additional lines. Your landlord may not want you to do the wiring for fear you
don't know what you're doing; but the landlord may also object to picking up the tab if the
phone company does the work. Whose responsibility it actually is probably depends on your
lease. I once had a deadbeat landlord who I didn't even bother approaching when I needed a
second line installed. Instead, I just ran my own wire out thru a hole I drilled in the window
frame and down a six-story fire escape in the alley to the basement, where I had the phone
company representative install an ordinary residential network interface device for me next to
the big panel. When I moved, I just unhooked my piece of wire and rolled it up for my next
wiring project, and then I spackled over the hole I had drilled. The landlord was none the wiser.
This page is mainly about installing additional phone lines, which is one of the most common
phone wiring tasks in this age of modems and fax machines. What's described here are the
color coding conventions for phone wiring, and how to make the connections. It's assumed that
you know how to use a screwdriver and a drill. It's also assumed that you have at least a
rudimentary understanding of electrical safety. Phone wires carry low-voltage electricity, but
you probably already know better than to do your wiring barefoot on a wet floor, for example. If
you're touching the wires when the phone rings, you can get a substantial jolt; enough current
goes thru to ring the old-type mechanical ringing devices consisting of a heavy clapper and
some rather large bells, even though most modern phones no longer require so much current.
Best policy is to disconnect your house at the Network Interface Device see below before
working on wiring. Even a small shock can interfere with a pacemaker, according to one person
who wrote to me. Also, for everybody, it's a bad idea to work on your phone wiring during
thunderstorms. In most residential phone wiring, the cable contains four individual wires. Most
phone wire installed in the U. The kind of wire shown above has recently become obsolete. For
all new telephone wiring projects, you should use Cat 5 cable. All of the Cat 5 wire I've seen
uses the following color coding:. In either case, the important point is this: one phone line only

requires two of these strands. In the vast majority of cases, the other two wires go unused-- but
if you choose, you can certainly use them for a second line i. This means that if you are
installing a second line for a fax, modem, etc. Assuming that everything is wired properly
thruout your house i. For ordinary phone equipment such a modem, however, you have to
convert a "Line 1" jack to a "Line 2" jack. One way you can do this is with a plug-in adapter, but
the method described here involves swapping around a few wires in the jack. Don't be
squeamish about poking around inside the Network Interface Device. It may look forbidding and
official, but you have every right to be there. The following two diagrams show the color coding
scheme for the old kind of wire. If you're running Cat 5 cable, you'll need to make the
appropriate color conversions. Note that black is swapped for green, and yellow is swapped for
red. Of course, it would also work if you consistently swapped the black and yellow wires the
other way black for red, yellow for green but that is not the standard. Given that you have to be
consistent between the two ends of the wire, you might as well follow the standard. Converting
a jack to Line 2 means that you will no longer be able to use it for Line 1. In practice, you'll
probably want to install a second wiring block beside the first, and use a short piece of
four-strand wire to extend the system from the existing block to the new one. This way, you can
have a Line 1 jack right beside the Line 2 jack. Repairpersons have sometimes remedied this by
running the one phone line across the black and yellow wires rather than replacing the cabling.
If this has happened, you won't be able to run a second line thru the four-strand wire. This is
uncommon, but it is a gotcha to be aware of. Four-strand wire supports up to two phone lines. If
you are installing three or four lines, you might also consider buying eight-strand wire. The
color coding conventions for this kind of wire are as follows:. There's also six-strand wire,
which is the same as eight-strand wire with the brown pair left out. This color system actually
extends up thru other colors to distinguish 25 different pairs, but even the most techno-geeky of
us will probably never have that many phone lines in our homes. If you're interested, you can
get the details to this system at Phone-Man's Home Page. If you have very old existing wiring in
your house, it may not follow the conventions described above, but new wiring should follow
them. If you think you've got everything hooked up correctly, but one or more of your lines is
"dead" no dial tone , the problem might be the local phone company's problem, or it might be in
your own wiring. Be sure that the problem isn't in your own wiring or in one of your own phones
before you call the phone company to check on the problem. If they determine that the problem
is on their side of the network interface device, they have to fix the problem at no charge to you;
but if they determine that the problem is on your side of the network interface device, they'll
charge you just for having determined this, and they'll charge you a second time if you have
them make the fix in your wiring for you. So how can you tell whose problem it is? This is easy:
when you open your network interface box, notice that there is a modular jack for each phone
line. You can unplug the jack for the line in question note that doing this unplugs your whole
house from the phone company's network and plug a working phone into the jack instead. This
phone is now hooked directly into the phone company's network. If the phone works properly
when connected in this manner, then the problem is in your own wiring. If the phone doesn't
work, either your phone is broken or there's a problem in the phone company's network. Try a
second phone which you know to work, and if there still seems to be no service on the line, the
problem is probably on the phone company's side of the network interface device. If you're
getting static on the line, it's possible that there's a hole somewhere in the wire insulation which
is letting in moisture and causing a short. Follow the wire from the network interface device to
the jack and look for holes. For example, if you've used staples to fasten the wire to the wall,
check for a staple puncturing the insulation. There isn't any one right way to plan your house
wiring. Star topology potentially uses a good bit more wire, but it is easier to troubleshoot
because each jack is independent of the others. Fishing the wire is probably the most
time-consuming part of the whole job, so if I'm just putting in one new jack, I'd usually rather
just jump off of an existing jack than take the time to run a whole new wire all the way from the
basement to the second floor. However, if the house has old, premodern wiring, the advantage
to running a whole new wire is that I know exactly what I'm dealing with. This section doesn't
attempt to cover all the gadgets and parts related to phone wiring. For the wiring jobs described
above, you usually only need to buy wire and modular jacks. Two gotchas when buying modular
jacks. First, for ordinary residential wiring, you should buy the kind of modular jack with four
contacts inside the jack; don't make the mistake of buying the wider modular jack with six
contacts unless you're sure it's what you need you've got to look closely to see the difference.
Second, you can buy modular jacks either with or without the wiring block this is the heavy
plastic piece which you mount to the wall, with screws to attach the wires to; see the picture
higher up on the page. If you're installing a totally new jack, then you need the wiring block. If
you're upgrading an existing, old-fashioned pre-modular connection to a modular jack, you

might be able to use the existing wiring block, in which case you don't need to buy the kind of
jack with the wiring block included; sometimes you can take the old cover off and just put a new
modular cover over the old wiring block. In the store, it's hard to tell from outside the sealed
package whether the block is included. Read the label carefully! More than once I've gotten
home and realized I bought the wrong kind; it's an easy mistake to make. As mentioned above,
you should buy Cat 5 wire for all new phone wiring projects. The older four-color type allows
more crosstalk between wires; this might be only a minor annoyance for voice lines, but it's a
bigger problem for modems or DSL lines. Even if you don't have immediate plans to transmit
this kind of data across your line, it's better to plan for flexibility in the future. Cat 5 is now the
national standard. You can also check at the Network Interface Device to make sure the phone
company doesn't have the polarity reversed; if they do, you should call them to have it fixed at
no charge, since reversed polarity can reportedly damage some kinds of phone equipment. If
want to find out more about the nice guy who wrote this page for you, click here. Please note
that I don't provide personal help. I can't be a free help desk for the nation. The information on
this page is provided for free. You're under no obligation to do anything in return for me.
However, if you'd like to say thanks, you're welcome to buy me a beer. Click here to put money
in my tip jar using PayPal:. How much should you give? I use the server for a lot of other things
besides just this phone wiring page; a major project is the development of some free dictionary
resources, so your tip will underwrite this project. Obnoxious Legal Stuff: To the best of my
knowledge, all of the information on this page is correct, and it is provided in hope that it will be
useful. However, I assume no liability for any damages, direct or otherwise, resulting from the
use of this information, and no warranty is made regarding its accuracy or completeness. Use
this information at your own risk. A lot of people shy away from home telephone wiring. They
may think that they are not allowed to touch the existing ones. This is not so. Your local phone
company will come and do your wiring for you, but it will cost you. Wiring a jack is not difficult
and it is totally fine to add a new jack or internet phone jack to your system. You should
disconnect the main phone line from the source before continuing wiring a phone jack. The
phone line usually comes in by your electrical panel. There will be a small box with a phone line
going in and coming out. This is called your "Connecting Block". Carefully remove the cover
and disconnect the wires noting where you removed them from. When wiring a phone jack, you
will notice that the wires are different colors. Here is a chart that defines the colors:. These
instructions assume that you have already run the home telephone wiring to the new location.
All you need to get started is a screwdriver, a pair of needle nose pliers and a wire stripper.
Make a small "hook" in the wire with the needle nose pliers and place the wire under the screw.
Make sure the wire is wrapped around the screw in a clockwise direction so it will stay under
the screw when you tighten it. Now that you have your phone jack wiring complete, you must
now hook the telephone wire up to the connecting block. Again, depending on the age of you
home, the conecting block could be as simple as two screws. A red and a green. If you have a
newer connecting box I beleive they are called R66 Connecting Block or a 2 Pair Connecting
Block just find an empty pair of screws and connect the wires in. Additional lines would be need
for a fax machine or second phone line naturally. Now you have the home telephone wiring you
have always desired. Once you have completed all your connections, it is possible you may
have some problems. Let's face it, no one is perfect! Static could be from loose connections, a
pierced wire or even if the wiring has been wet. Check all your connections carefully. This is
usually from a short in the phone wiring. Maybe you stripped too much of the casing off and the
copper from different colored wires is touching. Again, check all your connections carefully.
The phone wire may be too close to a power wire or touching some metal. Also check that all
the colors are matched properly. So ends the do it yourself guide to basic home telephone
wiring. If you require something more complex, contact your local phone company for
assistance. Hey, doing it yourself is great but if you are unsure of the advice given or the
methods in which to job is done This site is merely a collection of how some people do home
improvements. There is no way we can anticipate every situation and we do our best to inform
of any risks for each job. Be sure to check local building codes for proper installation and
permits. If in doubt, hire it out. Want to turn a lamp on with a light switch? Sometimes it is
handy to have an outlet controlled by a switch. Step by step instructions on how to wire a
switched outlet. Looking to have an outlet be controlled by a switch? Follow my switched outlet
wiring diagram to learn how. Looking for ceiling fan installation wiring? All the diagrams needed
to understand and confidently install a ceiling fan. Wiring a 3 Way Switch. How to Solder Copper
Pipe. Wiring a Light Switch. Questions or Comments? Recent Articles. Visitors Favorite Pages.
Mon, Aug 14, AM. As I understand things this wire is my responsibility. Question 2: My signal
from the current router location is not great so I want to relocate the router to a more central
location in my house. Is this assumption correct? The customer side has 4 clearly marked

screw type posts but no information about which 4 wires should be connected from a CAT6
cable. This assumes that I can move up from the current 2-wire configuration. If I still have to
use a 2-wire configuration I still would like a diagram. I can always match what is there now but I
really would like to upgrade the connection now for possible future upgrades. Sorry for the
length of this post but I thought I had everything figured out and then learned that the existing
wire isn't CAT5e so for my own network I need to upgrade so that got me looking at the service
connection etc Internet Forum. Protect your device against loss, theft, damage and get expert
technical support. Like Comment Follow Share. But I don't know for sure. U-verse is no longer
available in my neighborhood but I have the 50 mbps service and mbps is available. My service
never gets up to 50 mbps and, from the little research I have done, the 2-wire connection may be
the bottleneck. In the typical 2-pair or 4 wire set-up, if I am using the blue and orange pairs
which wire goes on which post? Again, currently just using the blue pair. Cancel Post. Get
started Ask a new question. Did this help you? No Yes. How can we improve? Send Feedback.
Tags No tags available. If you are using Internet Explorer 11 please disable Compatibility View
in order to continue using all community features. Learn more If you are using Internet Explorer
10 or prior please update your browser to a newer version in order to continue using all
community features. By Dave Rongey Summary: This telephone wiring diagram with photos and
instructions will show you the direct steps to correctly wiring a telephone jack. Wiring a
Telephone Jack After installing the Cat 3 - 3 pair phone wire I am ready to install the wall jack.
You will have a wide variety of telephone jacks to choose from but the wiring for a single line
phone service will be standard. Keep in mind that the colors of the telephone wiring in your
home will be typically one of two types or insulation colors. Older telephone wiring was a basic
Cat-3, 4 conductor or 2-pairs with red, green, black, yellow. Newer homes can have anything
from Cat-3, 3-pair on up to Cat-5e, with 4-pairs, with the insulation colors being a combination of
solid and solid with white for each wiring pair. The wire pair colors are blue, orange, green and
brown. Wiring a Telephone System: Identifying and Rewiring Telephone System Equipment â€”
If the telephones are not working right then this is an indication that the system has a problem
and the system equipment and wiring should be looked at to see where the problem really is.
Why are there four wire connections on a standard home phone jack? How to Identify and
Splice Telephone System Cables â€” Telephone system wiring is considered low voltage
however when a call comes in there could be up to 90 volts present. Ask a Question! Telephone
Wiring Diagram 1 By Dave Rongey Summary: This telephone wiring diagram with photos and
instructions will show you the direct steps to correctly wiring a telephone jack. See How to Wire
it Right! More About Telephone Wiring Recent Questions and Comments How to Repair a
Telephone System Wiring a Telephone System: Identifying and Rewiring Telephone System
Equipment â€” If the telephones are not working right then this is an indication that the system
has a problem and the system equipment and wiring should be looked at to see where the
problem really is. Phone Jack Wiring and 4 Wire Connections Why are there four wire
connections on a standard home phone jack? Repairing Security System Telephone Wiring How
to Identify and Splice Telephone System Cables â€” Telephone system wiring is considered low
voltage however when a call comes in there could be up to 90 volts present. See more at the
Electrical Questions Category Listing. Home Electrical Wiring All home electrical wiring projects
should be performed correctly by trained and qualified individuals who understand the
principles of electrical circuit wiring and the basic fundamentals of home construction. Detailed
information is provided throughout areas of this website about the complexity of specific
projects to help assist with you to understand the scope of work involved. The following
categories will provide more specific information for each project - below is an Example:
Electrical Project Skill Level: Intermediate to Advanced - Best performed by a Licensed
Electrical Contractor. Estimated Time: Depends on the personal level experience, ability to work
with tools, install electrical circuit wiring, and the available access to the project area. Electrical
Safety: Identify the electrical circuits found in the project area, turn them OFF and Tag them
with a Note before working with the electrical wiring. Home Electrical Parts and Materials:
Electrical parts and materials should be approved for the specific project and compliant with
local and national electrical codes. Electrical Codes and Inspections: Installing additional home
electrical wiring should be done according to local and national electrical codes with a permit
and be inspected. Do You Need Electrical Help? Most wall phone jacks come configured for a
2-line cord even thought a 1-line phone will work just fine. You are probably wondering why the
extra pairs? Well they will be used if you ever decide to add another phone line or if for some
reason the primary pair stops working, then one of the spare pairs can be used. Two Lines from
one Telephone Jack This style of phone jack can be pre-wired for a 2-line phone service, giving
you the opportunity to have a second phone number that can be used for a business line or a
fax machine. If you plan to use a cordless phone its always a good idea to install your phone

jack wiring beside an existing wall receptacle which will be available for a low voltage
transformer which may be required. Helping You Wire it Right. Recent Testimonials I think your
site offers the the clearest and best electrical information for homeowners I have ever seen on
the net. You have given me confidence to do my own projects which I never had before. Paul,
from Foxboro, Massachusetts I wish I found this site earlier, it is by far the best electrical related
resource I have found on the web. George, from Scranton, Pennsylvania I love this site for an
office worker that does not know anything about electric wiring. Collin, from Grand Rapids,
Michigan Thank you for answering my question. I was able to get this done. This site is perfect. I
am glad I found it. Please keep it going. Search for the phone model and "wiring" or "schematic.
North 5H6 wiring. This is a library of basic schematics, wiring diagrams and other information
that can be useful to anyone interested in restoring or repairing vintage telephone equipment.
Generally, the information in the Library is limited to equipment that was made prior to We will
make an attempt to locate it and add it to the library. To see all manufacturers, browse the
complete list below. Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company? Nordhausen, Leninallee 2a.
Published on 21 March By Paul F downloads. Published on 10 February By Anonymous
downloads. Contributed by Jeff Lamb. Published on 24 March By Paul F downloads. Published
on 27 November By Paul F downloads. We're not sure what it's for or where it came from. It
uses some creative and seldom seen symbols, though. Update: Check out the expanded
diagram. Search for Wiring Diagram -- Don't use this one! Published on 26 July By Paul F
downloads. This is a non-commercial site intended for telephone historians, collectors and
other enthusiasts of vintage telephone equipment. All material posted here is distributed for
non-commercial purposes. All Rights Reserved. North 5H6 wiring This is a library of basic
schematics, wiring diagrams and other information that can be useful to anyone interested in
restori
curt electric brake controller
what kind of car is a crossfire
1990 cadillac brougham fuse box diagram
ng or repairing vintage telephone equipment. Folder Allen Tel Products. Folder Automatic
Electric. Folder Connecticut Telephone and Electric. Folder Ericsson. Folder Garford North
Sumpter. Folder Garford Telephones. Folder General Information. Folder Leich. Folder Military
German. Folder Military United States. Folder North Electric. Folder PMG Australia. Folder PTT
France. Folder PTT the Netherlands. It changed its name to Belgacom in Folder Russia. Folder
Siemens. Folder Stromberg Carlson. Folder Sumter Telephones. Folder Western Electric.
Contributed by Steve Hilsz and Steve Cichorsky. Processed by Remco Enthoven and Paul
Fassbender. Contributed by Paul Fassbender. An expanded version of the previous diagram. Or
is the previous diagram a cropped version of this one? Either way, there are some interesting
symbols to be found here. Contributed by John Toebes. New User? Read the articles under
"Introduction" in the black menu bar above. Please send a file to add your name to this list!

